10th Class Exam 2018 SAMPLE PAPER -1
Time Allowed: 3 hours

Subject: Social Science

Maximum marks: 80

General Instructions
1. The question paper has 27questions in all. All questions are compulsory.
2. Questions from serial number 1 to 7 are v question carries 1 mark. Very short answer type questions.
Each
3. Questions from serial number 8 to 18 are 3 marks questions. Answer of these questions should not
exceed 80 words each.
4. Questions from serial number 19 to 25 are 5 marks questions. Answer of these questions should not
exceed 100 words each.
5. Question number 26 and 27 are map questions. Question number 26 is of 2 marks. Question number 27
is of 3 marks.
1. "In Lahore Congress Session 1929 call for Puma Swaraj was given." Who gave the call for 'Puma
Swaraj'?
2. What are popularly termed as 'The Temples of Modern India'?
3. Name the type of farming done on large scale with an aim for industrial inputs.
4. Name the historical language of Southern Belgium.
5. What do you mean by 'holding together federation'?
6. Name the international organization that publishes Human Development Report.
7. What are final goods?
8. The National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MREGA) has important role in improving the
employment situation in India. Explain.
9. Describe the spread of Non-Cooperation Movement in the countryside.
10. What area was known as the Balkans?
Or, Explain any three steps taken by the French in Vietnam for building Colonial economy.
11. Classify resources on the basis of ownership. Also explain each with examples.
12. What is HVJ and how is it important for India?
13. Suggest any two measures to integrate the people belonging to different ethnic group in a society.
14. What is Balance of Trade? In which situation is it favourable and unfavourab
15. Who was Louise Sebastian Mercier? What was his opinion on the printing press?
Or, Mention any three changes which were responsible for the enhancement of readership of novels in
England after 1740.
16. What is meant by overlapping of social differences? Explain with the help of examples.
17. What is the role of the opposition party in a democracy?
18. What is Globalisation? What is the role of the government to ensure fair Globalisation? What values are
derived from this given question?
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19. What are different political reforms that should be implemented in India?
20. Why is democracy not considered simply a rule of majority?
21. Which factor plays the most dominant role in the ideal location of an industry? Explain any three
reasons in support of this factor.
22. Critically examine the progress of Consumer Movement in India.
23. How did Britain balance its deficit with the trade in India in the 19th century?
Or, Describe five problems of travelling in the underground railway of London.
Or,Explain the reasons for the decline of Indian Textile industry by the end of 19th century.
24. Explain the role of women in the Civil Disobedience Movement.
25. "Globalization is two-faced". Explain the statement in context of our country
26. Mark and locate on India Map : (a) A place associated with “No tax campaign” (b) A place where
Gandhiji inspired the peasants to struggle against the oppressive plantation system
27. Three features are marked on the map below. Identify them and write their names.
(i) A software technology park (ii) A type of soil (iii) Iron ore exporting port
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